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Asansol Girls' College- Asansol -4 
Re: Steel cum wooden Bench 

E-mail : mail @agc.ac.in 

Date.27:2022 

Sealed Quotation is invited for manufacture, supply of 1 No. High bench and 1 no. Sitting bench 

complete in all details as specified here-in-under in enclosed sketch offering price separately and price to 

remain unchanged for 12 months from the date of this letter. 

Steel Structure of Hollow square tube, M.S. Angle and F.S. will be of SAIL or TATA make. Wood plank 

(20 mm TH) on top of frame will be from quality Gamer wood with top face to be polished with Gala, Spirit 

etc (Not with readymade varnish) over a coat of wood primer. Steel structure of High bench and stool will 

be thoroughly cleaned by sand paper and properly painted with light blue Asian paint (2 coats) over a coat 

of Asian primer. Each leg of high bench and stool will be protected with good quality rubber jacket to rest 

on floor. Wood plank (20 TH) with be fixed over M.S. frame with C.S.K brass screws from side or bottom as 

the case may be. Spacing of connecting screws will be not more than 200 m/m. 

Frames will be all welded with dimensions as per enclosed sketch. All joints will be stiffened by 4 m/m 

TH. GST (cut to shape) as required. Quotation will be invited for one set only (1 no. high bench + 1 no. 

Stool). After getting approval of the college authority for the set, order will be placed on successfult L- 1 

party to supply the quantity as required by the College Authority with time schedule. Price rate will remain 

fixed for one year as agreed and mentioned in Work Order. 

Defect liability period will be 60 days from the date of supply. After expiry of Defect liability Period 

(D.L.P) payment will be made against bill and as per availability of college fund. 

Sealed offer price given by the contractor will include all cost like G.S.T (Central + State), L.W. cess. 

Contingency, Cost of materials, fabrication, erection, painting, Transport etc. Preference will be given to all 

the contractor who will agree to do the total job within college compound with the permission of College 

Authority but with his own responsibility. In this case contractor might be asked to pay the cost of Electric 

power consumed from the main line or Generator line if possible and with the clearance from College 

Authority. After completion of total job, the contractor will be allowed to take back his own tools, tackles, 

surplus material as per clearance letter from College Authority. 

The tenderer must have valid Trade licence, GST Registration, I.T, P.T certificate with good experience to 

do various types of civil/structural job. 



Quotation papers along with sketch/Drg will be available at the college office from 7.8.2023. Tenderer 

must submit the sealed Quotation papers along with his supporting document, price bid of high bench and 

sitting bench separately with their address, phone nos. in the college Tender Box on or before 16.8.2023 

during office hrs up to 3 p.m. 

Estimated cost along with G.S.T, L.W. Cess. Contingency etc. for one high bench is Rs.8450.00. 

Estimated cost along with G.S.T, L.WN. Cess, Contingency etc for one sitting bench is Rs.5650.00. 

Offered price as quoted by the Tenderer: 

For one high bench....Rs..... 

For one sitting bench...Rs.... 

Signature of Tenderer/Contractor 

Dated: 

C.C. Bursar/Accounts section with a copy of Drg 

C.C. E.J.C- College with a copy of Drg 

Signature of Vice Principal 
Asansol Girls' College 

Vice-Principal 
Asansol Girs' College 
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